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Abstract: We consider bit-interleaved coded modulation with 
iterative decoding (BICM-ID) for bandwidth efficient trans-
mission, where the bit error rate is reduced through itera-
tions between a multilevel demapper and a simple channel 
decoder. The iterations lead to a performance gain only if a 
suitable mapping of the bits to the complex transmit symbols 
is chosen. We investigate properties of mappings and com-
pare different methods to find mappings optimized for arbi-
trary, high order signal constellations.   
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

We investigate the combination of baseband modu-
lation and channel coding. Bit-interleaved coded 
modulation (BICM) is a widely used promising 
scheme. BICM was suggested by Zehavi [1] and 
profoundly analyzed by Caire et al. [2]. The main 
advantages of BICM are the maximized time diver-
sity order obtained by bit-wise interleaving and the 
simple and flexible implementation possibilities.  
BICM was originally presented as a concatenation of 
a convolutional code, a bit-wise interleaver and a 
mapper. Subsequently, several BICM systems with 
different iterative decoding strategies have been 
proposed to improve the performance. One strategy 
is to use a strong channel code, e.g. serial or parallel 
concatenated convolutional codes or a Low Density 
Parity Check (LDPC) code with iterative decoding 
instead of a simple convolutional code. Another 
strategy is to include the demapper in the iterative 
decoding process and to perform iterative decoding 
between the demapper as an inner code and a simple 
convolutional channel decoder as an outer code, 
similar to iterative decoding of serial concatenated 
codes [3]. This system is usually referred to as 
BICM with iterative decoding (BICM-ID) [4][5] and 
is an attractive low complexity and highly flexible 
solution that is well suited for a combination with 
e.g. iterative equalization or MIMO detection.  

If very low bit error rates are required, an additional 
recursive rate-1 inner encoder should be used [3]. 
Promising inner code structures have been proposed 
e.g. in [6],[7] and [8]. We will focus on the low 
complexity BICM-ID system without additional 
inner code.  
It was soon recognized that in the BICM-ID system, 
the choice of the bit to symbol mapping, i.e. the 
assignment of the binary indices to the complex 
signal points, is the crucial design parameter to 
achieve a high coding gain over the iterations. It is 
well known that a Gray mapping is optimum when 
no feedback from the channel decoder to the demap-
per is implemented. With Gray mapping, the bit 
labels associated to neighboring symbols differ only 
in one bit. Thus, the most probable symbol errors 
result in only one bit error. The question arises now 
which mapping is optimum with feedback. With 
increasing constellation order, an exhaustive com-
puter search becomes intractable due to high com-
plexity. Several mappings for BICM-ID were pro-
posed e.g. in [9][5][10][11]. In [12], a Binary 
Switching Algorithm has been proposed to easily 
find labeling maps with optimized characteristics for 
arbitrary signal constellations and results are given 
for QAM signal constellations. An analysis of opti-
mized PSK constellations can be found in [13].  
In this paper, we will thoroughly review the charac-
teristics of labeling maps and compare different 
approaches to find optimized mappings. Section 2 
reviews the BICM-ID system model. Then, in Sec-
tion 3, properties and a description method of map-
pings are investigated. Different optimization possi-
bilities are compared in Section 4. Finally, simula-
tion results are given in Section 5.  
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2. SYSTEM MODEL 

We consider the bit-interleaved coded modulation 
BICM system depicted in Fig. 1.  
 

  
Fig. 1.  System model. 

 
A sequence of information bits is encoded by a bi-
nary code and bit-interleaved by a random inter-
leaver Π . m  consecutive bits of the coded and 
interleaved sequence c  are grouped to form the 
subsequences ( [1] [ ])k k kc … c m= , ,c . Each subse-
quence kc  is mapped to a complex symbol 

( )k ks µ= c  chosen from the 2m -ary signal set χ  
according to the one-to-one binary labeling map 

{0 1}mµ χ: , → .  
We consider the transmission over an additive white 
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, for which the 
discrete-time received signal can be expressed as  
                                  k k kr s n= + .  (1) 
The noise samples kn  are independent and identi-
cally distributed (i.i.d.), with zero mean, complex-
valued and with noise variance 2

nσ  for both real and 
imaginary part ( 2(0 )k C nn N σ,∼ ). The signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver is 

0 0( )b sE N E N Rm/ = / , where bE  is the average 
transmitted energy per information bit and 0N  is the 
noise power spectral density.  
At the receiver, we use the log-likelihood ratio 
(LLR) notation [14] 

   ( [ ]) log( ( [ ] 0) ( [ ] 1))k k kL C i P C i P C i= = =       (2) 
to describe the estimated value and reliability of the 
bits [ ]kc i . [ ]kC i  denotes the binary random variable 
with realizations [ ] {0 1}kc i ∈ , . 
 The demapper performs APP detection and outputs 
the extrinsic LLRs ( [ ])e kL C i :  
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 (3) 
The sums in the numerator and denominator are 
taken over all symbols ks  whose bit labels have in 
position {1 }i … m∈ , ,  the value [ ] 0kC i =  and 

[ ] 1kC i = , respectively. These subsets are depicted 
in the example of Fig. 2, where the shaded and un-
shaded regions include the symbols whose first bit in 

the binary label has the value 1 (subset 1
1χ ) and 

value 0 (subset 1
0χ ), respectively.  

The first term ( )k kp r s|  in (3) is given by the Gaus-
sian channel transition probability for the AWGN 
channel:  
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The second term in (3) describes the a priori infor-
mation, where ( [ ])a kL C i  denotes the a priori LLRs 
and [ ]kc j  is the corresponding bit value at the j -th 
position of the bit label associated to the symbol ks . 
During the initial demapping step or if the feedback 
from the channel decoder to the demapper is not 
implemented, the a priori LLRs ( [ ])a kL C i  are equal 
to zero. Otherwise the extrinsic estimates of the 
coded bits from the decoder may be fed back and 
regarded as a priori information at the demapper.  
This basic BICM system may be extended to e.g. 
iterative MIMO detection, where the demapper is 
extended to a MIMO detector or to iterative equali-
zation, where the demapper is extended to an equal-
izer.  

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF MAPPINGS 

An exact way to characterize a binary labeling map 
is to use its Euclidean distance spectrum [15], simi-
lar to the characterization of a channel code through 
its Hamming distance spectrum. Let us define the 
three sets exD , D  and Λ : 
The set 1{ }ex ex

ex nD d … d= , ,  is defined as the set of 
all possible distinct (expurgated) Euclidean distances 
between any two distinct signal points of the signal 
set χ . Let 1{ }l exD d … d D= , , ⊃  denote the set of 
all (not necessarily distinct) Euclidean distances 
between the signal points ks  and ˆks , where ˆ i

k bs χ∈  
is defined as a symbol whose bit-label differs in the 
i -th bit position from the bit-label of ˆ i

k bs χ∈ . Fi-
nally, let jλ  denote the frequency of the distance 

ex
jd  in the set D  and 1{ }n…λ λΛ = , , . exD  depends 

only on the signal constellation, whereas D  and Λ  
characterize the bit mapping.  
The Euclidean distance spectrum lists the frequency 

jλ  of the Euclidean distances ex
jd .  

We consider as example several 16QAM mappings 
proposed in the literature: Gray [16], Set Partitioning 
(SP) [17], Modified Set Partitioning (MSP) [5], 
Maximum Squared Euclidean Weight (MSEW) [11], 
mappings optimized for error free feedback from the 
channel decoder, i.e. ideal a priori information 
(mapping M16 a for AWGN and M16 r  for fading 
channel) [12] and a mapping with a good trade-off 
between performance without and with a priori in-
formation (I16) [18]. A Gray and the optimized 
M16 a  mapping are shown in Fig. 2.  
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a) Gray  b) Optimized (M16 a )  

Fig. 2.  16QAM mappings. with example for dis-
tances jd D∈  listed in the distance spectrum for the 

first bit and symbol with bit-label 0000 . Shaded 
region: first bit = 1; Unshaded region: first bit = 0. 

For the analysis of the mappings, we distinguish 
between the scenarios of no a priori and ideal a pri-
ori information at the demapper.  

3.1. No a priori information at the demapper 

During the initial demapping step or if the feedback 
from the channel decoder to the demapper is not 
implemented, the demapper has no a priori informa-
tion. The distance spectrum with no a priori informa-
tion is given in Table 1 and lists the frequency jλ  of 
the Euclidean distances ex

jd  in the set D . All the 
Euclidean distances between symbols where the i -th 
bit of the corresponding bit-label is different are 
considered. For example, for the signal point with 
bit label 0000  and the bit position 1i = , the Eucli-
dean distances to all signal points whose first bit is 
equal to 1 should be listed. The relevant distances 
for this example are shown in Fig. 2 for Gray and 
M16 a  mapping.  
The error probability is dominated by the value 1λ , 
i.e. the frequency of the minimum Euclidean dis-
tance 1

exd . For no a priori information at the demap-
per, it is well known that Gray mapping is optimal 
[2]. This is reflected in the smallest value of 1 24λ =  
in Table 1. Since not all distances are relevant for 
the error probability [2], we may use an expurgated 
distance spectrum.  

3.2. Ideal a priori information at the demapper 

If the demapper acquires the correct extrinsic infor-
mation from the decoder (ideal a priori information, 
so-called genie or error free feedback case), the de-
mapper knows all the relevant bits except the bit 

[ ]kc i  to be detected. Thus, since the demapper has 
only to decide between the two symbols with bit-
labels differing solely in the a priori unknown i -th 
bit, the 2m -ary signal set is reduced to a binary sig-
nal set. If, in a 16QAM constellation for example, 
the demapper a priori knows that the last 3  bits are 
one, it has to decide only between the symbols with 
labels 0111  and 1111. It is obvious that the genie 

performance corresponds to a lower bound on the 
actual error rate.  
The distance spectrum simply lists the frequencies 

jλ  of the distances between all possible symbol 
pairs depicted in Fig. 3. From the set of distances D  
used for the case without a priori information, only 
those distances between symbols that differ in only 
one position are considered.  
+ 

a) Gray  b) Optimized (M16 a )  

Fig. 3.  Distances jd D∈  listed in the distance 
spectrum for ideal a priori information. See Fig. 2. 

for the bit-mapping. 
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Gray 24 36 32 72 32 8 24 24 4 
SP 56 32 24 60 8 16 28 28 4 

MSP 52 38 24 72 8 20 24 16 2 
MSEW 72 36 32 24 32 24 24 8 4 
M16a 56 42 40 40 16 24 24 8 6 
M16r 56 42 32 56 8 24 16 16 6 
I16 52 42 40 48 8 20 32 8 6 

Table 1.  Distance spectrum (frequency jλ  of the 
Euclidean distances ex

jd )  with no a priori informa-
tion. α  is the minimum squared Euclidean distance 

between any two signal points (see Fig. 2). 
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 Table 2. Distance spectrum (frequency jλ  of the 
Euclidean distances ex

jd ) with ideal a priori informa-
tion. α  is the minimum squared Euclidean distance 

between any two signal points (see Fig. 2). 
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A high coding gain over the demapping and decod-
ing iterations may be achieved if the minimum 
Euclidean distance, i.e. the minimum index j of ex

jd  
where 0jλ ≠  is maximized. 
With Gray mapping, the minimum Euclidean dis-
tance and the value of 1 24λ =  in Table 2 are the 
same as in Table 1. Thus, no large gains are ex-
pected if a priori information is used. The optimum 
mapping with ideal a priori information with respect 
to its distance spectrum is the M16 a  mapping. Both 
a good performance without and with a priori infor-
mation are desirable in order to allow the iterative 
process to start and to reach low error rates, respec-
tively. The I16 mapping is both close to optimum 
with a priori information and has a reasonable per-
formance without a priori information ( 1 52λ =  in 
Table 1).  

4. OPTIMIZATION OF MAPPINGS 

Mappings with optimized distance spectra could be 
found through exhaustive search, which becomes 
intractable for higher order constellations ( 4m ≥ ) 
since a maximum number of 2m!  different possibili-
ties have to be checked. In [12], a binary switching 
algorithm (BSA), previously used for index optimi-
zation in vector quantization [19], has been proposed 
to overcome the complexity problems of the brute-
force approach. This algorithm finds a local opti-
mum on a given cost function. The problem of find-
ing optimal labeling maps can also be formulated as 
a quadratic assignment problem (QAP) [20], for 
which several methods have been proposed [21]. We 
will only consider the tabu search algorithm [22] 
and a solution based on integer programming. We 
describe and compare the results of the different 
approaches.  

4.1. Cost functions 

The optimization algorithms require a cost function. 
We can either directly optimize the Euclidean dis-
tance spectrum by e.g. maximizing the minimum 
Euclidean distance with ideal a priori information, 
use error bounds or the mutual information as de-
scribed in [12]. Here, we will only consider the rele-
vant term jω  in the error bounds that characterize 
the influence of the signal mapping. We use  
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for the AWGN channel and  

                             2

1
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for the fully interleaved Rayleigh fading channel 
[12]. Using the values jλ  from the distance spec-
trum, the optimization of the mapping µ  is done by 
minimizing the total cost Ω :  
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4.2. Binary switching algorithm 

The binary switching algorithm (BSA) [19][12] is 
started with an initial mapping. The cost of each 
symbol and the total cost are calculated. An ordered 
list of symbols, sorted by decreasing costs, is gener-
ated. The idea is to pick the symbol which has the 
strongest contribution to a ”bad” performance in the 
list and to try to switch the index of this symbol with 
the index of another symbol. The latter is selected 
such, that the decrease of the total cost due to the 
switch is as large as possible. If no switch partner 
can be found for the symbol with the highest cost, 
the symbol with the second-highest cost will be tried 
to switch next. This process continues for symbols in 
the list with decreasing costs until a symbol is found 
that allows a switch that lowers the total cost. After 
an accepted switch, a new ordered list of symbols is 
generated, and the algorithm continues as described 
above until no further reduction of the total cost is 
possible. As the BSA finds a local optimum, it is 
likely that several algorithm executions with random 
initial mappings yield to the presumed global opti-
mum.  

4.3. Reactive Tabu Search 

The Reactive Tabu Search (RTS) [22] is initialized 
with a random mapping and is based on index 
switching like the BSA: The first step of each itera-
tion is the computation of the reduction of the total 
costs for all possible binary index switches. The 
switch that results in the lowest total cost is chosen 
and made tabu, i.e. the switch between the indices of 
those two signal points will be forbidden as long as 
it remains in the tabu list. Note that the "best" switch 
will not necessarily reduce the total cost. In addition, 
a switch that results in an often previously passed 
through mapping is not allowed to avoid cycles. 
There are two exceptions: If all switches are tabu, 
the best switch is done neglecting all tabu in the list. 
If cycles are detected, some random switches are 
performed. In both cases, the tabu list is reduced for 
the next step by deleting the earliest tabu. The algo-
rithm stops after a given number of switches.  



4.4. Quadratic Integer Programming 

Integer Programming (IP) is based on a different 
notation of the Quadratic Assignment Problem 
(QAP) and finds the optimum solution. With ideal a 
priori information, only the symbol pairs where  

1 1( ( ) ( )) 1H i jd s sµ µ− −, =  contribute to the costs, i.e. 
where the Hamming distance between the labels of 
the signal points is  and js  is one. These symbol 
pairs are selected with the function 

     ( )
1 11, if ( ( ) ( )) 1

0, otherwise.
H i j

i j
d s s

f
µ µ

µ
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 , =
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    (8) 

Furthermore, let ijω  be the term as defined in (5) 
and (6) for an Euclidean distance ij i jd s s=| − |  
instead of ex

jd . The problem of finding the mapping 
µ  that minimizes the cost function defined in (7) 
can be stated as follows: 

                        ( )
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which is the standard formulation of the QAP. Quad-
ratic Integer Programming (QIP) is based on an al-
ternative formulation of the QAP, where the cost 
function is defined as a function of a permutation 
matrix X  and no more as a function of the mapping 
µ  itself:  
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X  describes the index assignment, i.e. a one in the 
i-th column and j-th row means that the j-th symbol 
corresponds to the i-th bit label. The QIP is a two-
fold optimization: In the first step, we compute the 
optimum non-integer solution of X  using the Sim-
plex Algorithm. The second step of IP is the applica-
tion of the Branch and Bound algorithm to get an 
integer solution of X : We branch on a non-integer 
entry ijx  of X  and obtain two sub problems: one 
for 0ijx =  and one for 1ijx = . The value of the cost 
function is updated and the Branch and Bound pro-
cedure repeated for an other non-integer entry X . 
The global solution is obtained if all sub problems 
are solved and a feasible integer solution for X  is 
found.  

4.5. Comparison of optimization procedure 

The main difference between both algorithms is that 
the BSA performs a random initialization once a 
local optimum was found. This is clearly illustrated 
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 for the BSA and RTS algorithm 
respectively, where the evolution of the costs for an 

AWGN channel from (5) and (7) is depicted as a 
function of the performed number of switches. Both 
algorithms find the mapping with the global mini-
mum costs after a short computation time.   
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 Fig. 4.  Cost of mappings for 500 switches of BSA 

(25 initializations). 
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 Fig. 5.  Cost of mappings for 500 switches of RTS 

(1 initialization). 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The BER performance of the investigated 16-QAM 
mappings is shown in Fig. 6 after 1 and 10 itera-
tions, where the convolutional code is a 4-state, rate-
1/2 code, the channel is an AWGN channel, and the 
interleaver length is 10000  bits. The analytic error 
bounds for ideal a priori information are computed 
as described in [2][23] based on Gauss-Chebyshev 
quadrature rules. The optimized mappings M16 a , 
M16 r  and I16 clearly outperform the other map-
pings (Gray, SP, MSP, MSEW) once the a priori 
feedback information has a certain reliability. Since 
the new mappings are only optimized for ideal a 
priori information, other mappings can converge at 
lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The MSEW map-
ping is outperformed in the whole SNR range by the 
optimized mappings. The I16 mapping offers a very 
good trade-off between early convergence and per-
formance at high SNR.  

 



Fig. 6.  BER of BICM-ID, 16QAM mappings, 
AWGN channel, rate 1 2/  4-state conv. code. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have thoroughly reviewed the char-
acteristics of labeling maps and compared different 
approaches to find optimized mappings. The opti-
mized 16-QAM mappings clearly outperform previ-
ously proposed ones at high signal-to-noise ratio. 
The optimization methods can be applied and ex-
tended to any arbitrary signal constellation.  
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